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Understanding your Will properly 
and being clear on how you would 
like your instructions carried out 
will go a long way in minimising 
any legal disputes that may arise 
following your death”

“

Without a legal background understanding the intricacies 
of making a Will and administering an estate can be both 
daunting and challenging.

Wills can be incredibly complicated documents and 
ultimately expensive but in most cases having a Will 
prepared by a professional is usually cost effective. Your 
Will plays a significant role upon your death and affects 
those family members left behind. Whilst no one likes 
to think about their own mortality it is important to 
remember those people and so ensuring you have a clear 
vision of how your Will should take shape is crucial.
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Navigating the Will creation and estate planning process 
can be fraught with danger. Despite this, people still 
go down the more ‘cost effective’ path by not involving 
qualified legal professionals in the process.



WHY SHOULD YOU HAVE A WILL PROFESSIONALLY PREPARED?

The growing market for Do-it-yourself Wills certainly increases the likelihood of someone creating a Will though often it 
results in complications, drawn out time periods and costly court proceedings. It is common to see homemade, informal Wills 
that do not meet strict legal requirements and which are vague and confusing. 

Such a Will may require the attention of the Court to rule on matters of validity and maybe to provide directions on 
interpretation and construction where there is uncertainty. The cost of an application to the Court and a subsequent 
hearing will be substantial and often in the $30,000 to $50,000 range or more depending on the number of parties and 
conflicting claims involved. The costs in nearly all cases will be ordered from the estate thus reducing funds available for the 
beneficiaries. Certainly, the cost of a Court application would far outweigh the cost of having a professional prepare the Will 
in the first instance. 
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WHEN SHOULD YOU REVIEW YOUR WILL?
Quite often a homemade Will fails simply because it is out of date. It is important to review a Will regularly and particularly 
when a significant life event occurs. For example, a marriage subsequent to the Will may revoke the Will entirely, a divorce will 
revoke it in part, there may be a birth of a child or an additional child, a beneficiary may die before you or lose capacity or a 
gift item may be sold, lost or destroyed. 

SAMPLES OF LIFE CHANGES

Get your will reviewed when one of these changes happen:
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HAVE YOU APPOINTED A GUARDIAN FOR CHILDREN UNDER 18?
It is surprising how many Willmakers fail to give any thought to the question of appointing guardians for infant children. 
Every Will should include such an appointment where relevant. A guardian will look after the children and decide upon their 
everyday needs. It is imperative that guardians are therefore compatible with and can work alongside trustees who may be 
separately appointed to look after the children’s inheritance. The guardians will require funds from the trustees to defray day-
to-day and possibly capital expenses. Friction between guardians and trustees often lead to even further Court applications 
with the resulting expenses being met by the children’s trust funds. This is another area where professional input is essential.

WHO WILL YOUR EXECUTORS BE? 

Many disputes will be avoided and costs saved if the Willmaker gives more careful thought to the question of who will play 
vital roles in the administration of the estate. Executors (the people who control the administration process) may use their 
position to cause delay and difficulty or may simply be wasteful and inept. Beneficiaries (who ultimately receive your assets) 
may challenge the executors’ decisions. In extreme cases an executor may be removed by application to the Court but again at 
the expense of the estate. Clarity of thought is therefore needed and it may be that a trusted independent executor should be 
appointed. A professional adviser will discuss options and provide guidance.

When choosing an executor or beneficiary it’s important 
to ask them first and include their full names with as 
much detail as you can. 
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DO YOU HAVE ANY DEFINITE FUNERAL WISHES?

If you have funereal wishes that are important to you then state these in your Will but be aware that other than a direction for 
cremation all other wishes are just that and are not legally binding. You must rely on your executor to carry out your wishes so 
make sure he or she is happy to comply and is sensitive to your wishes – this is not always the case.

DO YOU WISH TO MAKE ANY SPECIFIC GIFTS?
Items to be specifically gifted must be described with absolute certainty in order to avoid confusion and possible conflict. 
Beneficiaries sometimes ‘fight’ over the smallest and most trivial items. The ensuing legal costs will nearly always be far 
greater than the item itself. Many homemade Wills are lacking in this respect.

When it comes to gifts, items or amounts of money 
you would like to give to anyone, you must include 
a well-detailed description so there is no confusion. 
Particularly with items of jewellery, you need as much 
information as possible to avoid confusion and perhaps 
people fighting it out when you’re no longer there to 
clarify.
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Established in 1984, Bennett & Philp is a mid-tier law firm based in the heart of Brisbane offering end-to-end legal solutions for 
both business and individual clients. Our team offers a broad range of services to support both Australian and international 
clients across every stage of business and life.

 
AREAS OF PRACTICE

We provide personalised service across six core areas of specialisation:

Intellectual 
Property

Disputes & LitigationBusiness Advisory 
Services

Property & Real 
Estate

Compensation 
Law

MEET OUR TEAM
With 15 Directors and over 70 team members across six different service areas, you can rest assured that our experienced 
team can give you the practical and solutions-oriented legal advice you need for any occasion.

ABOUT BENNETT & PHILP

Wills & Estates

P: +61 7 3001 2999
F: +61 7 3001 2989

Level 13, 15 Adelaide St, Brisbane Q 4000 
GPO BOX 463, Brisbane Q 4001

www.bennettphilp.com.au

Contact us today and talk to us about how we can assist you with your estate planning needs.


